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This is probably one of the most painful pages I am sharing but, after days in which I opened up about 

different topics of these quarantine - from the balconies’ flash-mobs to nature waking up without 

humans - it is time to pay tribute to the elderly, the generation that is suffering the most.  

I find the belief “Only old people die from coronavirus” both disgusting and scientifically wrong. 

Disgusting because it shows once again that for many persons old age is nothing else than a foreword 

for death, so old people are not that important, not that interesting, because they are not productive 

and therefore not “useful”.  

This belief is also scientifically wrong because, even though the virus hits mostly people +70 and in 

particular patients with pre-existing health conditions, there are hundreds of younger victims 

worldwide. 

Our elderly made up a fundamental part of Italy, which is one of the countries with the highest average 

age. You know? I am trying not to write a tearful piece, but it is not easy.  

Some towns lost an entire generation, for many aspects the best of the living generations, which fought 

for freedom during the War, worked like no one after them and lifted up the entire country in the 1950s 

and 1960s, thus giving to us a peaceful and developed place to live.  

They gifted us with Beauty after taking Ugliness on their shoulders.  

All what they wanted now was enjoying their grandchildren, seeing their kids’ own families. For 

thousands of them this will never be possible.  

They are departing in silence, without annoying anyone, exactly like they lived.  

Without them the country will inevitably change and those who remain have three duties.  

First, to honor their memory.  

Second, when all this will be over, authorities will have to investigate as deeply as possible what could 

have been done and the regional strategies implemented to deal with the emergency, which made the 

elderly and the unprepared nursing homes pay a price that seems way too high.  

Now it is time for unity and joint fight. But after that, more than one decision-maker will owe the 

children of the victims a very clear explanation. Was all this really unavoidable?  

Third – and this will be one of the hardest cultural shifts ever made by our society: we should rethink the 

way we look at the elderly.  

I think the level of civilization of a country can be measured based on how it treats its old people and 

how it regards them.  

Too often in Italy – and probably the West in general – old people are just individuals waiting to die. 

They are neither “attractive” nor “useful” and they are seen as a mere burden.  



 

 

After all what is happening, we will have the chance to become better persons in a better society, and 

this improvement will necessarily go through a new approach to the third age, which must rediscover 

the ability to listen to old people, remember how interesting they are, and stop the implicit de-

humanization they have been undergoing for decades.  
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